
Course of the War-Part III
I. D-Day

A. Allies waited patiently for the correct time to to invade 
Nazi occupied France.

1. Prime time for suitable weather and tides
2. Normandy beaches could accommodate the scope of the 

landing
3. Germans suspected the invasion would come further to the 

north.
B. Dwight Eisenhower made Supreme Commander of 

Allied Forces and in charge of the D-Day landings
1. Majority of troops and equipment would be US

C. Allied deception as attacks neared
1. Preparations could not be hidden, but when and where the 

landings would take place could.
2. Calais was regularly bombed as a decoy

D. Invasion
1. Operation Overlord
2. June 6th was the ultimate day chosen, weather was poor and 

the Germans didn’t expect an invasion to come.
3. Pre-Attack preparations

a) Bombed bridges, roads and railways to make 
reinforcements more difficult

b) Airborne troops dropped behind enemy lines to seize 
bridges and protect the flanks

4. 7000 ships involved/4000 for transport/3000 for 
bombardment and supplies.

a) Warships bombarded the coastlines
b) 6:30 AM the landings began.
c) 5 beaches (Utah and Omaha-US, Gold, Juno and 

Sword-Brits and Canadians)
(1) Omaha landing proved most difficult, 3,000 casualties in the first hours

E. Reasons for success



1. Great preparation
2. Strong leadership and teamwork between allies
3. Location of landings remained a secret
4. Allied air superiority
5. Pre-invasion strategy made reinforcements more difficult

F. German failure
1. Lost air superiority
2. Defense of a long coastline-some weak points 
3. Calais bombing distracted Germans
4. Slow to reinforce-Hitler convinced that it was a decoy and the 

‘real’ invasion would still be at Calais
II. Victory in Europe

A. As the Allies pushed from the West, their progress 
slowed as they pushed farther from their supply bases.

B. Battle of the Bulge
1. Hitler’s final offensive in the West

a) He had extended the age limits from 16-50 years old to 
raise another 750k troops.  Concentrated resources on a 
final push.

2. December 16, 1944, 30 German divisions attacked the 
Americans and nearly broke through-driving them back 40 
miles.

a) Suprise attack
b) Fog (December Mists) masked German buildup

3. Germans failed to break the American lines.  (Gen. 
McAuliffe-Nuts reply)

4. Results of the battle
a) Allied advance towards Berlin slowed
b) Hitler used his last planes and tanks
c) Russian troops would reach Berlin first.

C. Crossing the Rhine
1. March 22, 1945.  German Armies in the West crumble.

D. Russian Front



1. Russia had been pushing the Germans from the East since the 
victory at Stalingrad.

a) By the end of 1944, USSR was cleared.
b) January 1945, Warsaw liberated.
c) April 25, 1945, Russian Forces encircle Berlin
d) April 30, Hitler shoots himself
e) May 2, Berlin falls to the Red Army
f) May 5, German forces in the West Surrender.

III. Reasons for German Defeat
A. Strength of the Grand Alliance

1. Britain was a secure base of operations for the invasion of 
France and the bombing of German

2. USSR reserves of manpower
3. US wealth, resources and manpower

B. Hitler’s errors
1. Failure to stop the British escape at Dunkirk and the loss of 

the Battle of Britain
2. Invasion of USSR
3. Delay in sending reinforcements to Normandy

C. Survival of Britain 40-41
D. Failure of Operation Barbarossa
E. Allied Airpower

1. By 1944, Allies had total control of the air
F. D-Day landings finally divert forces from the East 

creating a second front.
IV. Wartime Conferences

A. Casablanca-Jan 1943
1. Planned Italian Campaign.  Called for Unconditional 

Surrender of the Axis
B. Tehran-Nov 1943

1. First meeting of the big 3.  Original planning of Overlord
C. Yalta-Feb 1945



1. Polish Borders to move West-granting additional land to the 
USSR.

a) Verbal commitment from Stalin for Free elections
2. Final plans for the German Defeat and aftermath,  Germany 

would be divided into four military occupation zones.
V. Aftermath of the War

A. Unparalleled Carnage
1. 36 million dead in Europe/23 million civilians

a) Bulk of these numbers in the Eastern theater
(1) 3 million German combatants, 13 million Soviets combatants.
(2) 6 million Jews, 3.4 million Poles, 1 mil. Yugoslavians, 7 million soviets.
(3) 17.2% of Poland

b) Fighting in the west and Mediterranean on a smaller scale
(1) Civilian deaths highest in areas of active resistance.

2. Tremendous physical destruction.
a) Strategic Bombing devastated cities
b) Agricultural production was weakened

B. Growing rift between the Allies as the war came to an 
end-conflict over post-war Europe.

1. Soviet success in the later years of the war allowed them to 
take Berlin while Soviet demands for friendly buffer-states 
would conflicted with Britain’s and America’s views of a free 
Europe.

a) Future of Poland a serious question
(1) Stalin desired a Poland under his control
(2) Poles distrustful of Soviets who invaded in 1939.

b) War was started over the invasion of Poland-how could it 
just become a Soviet state/satellite

(1) Soviet Army in Poland-they have the advantage
2. USSR would create one-party satellite states in Warsaw, 

Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria by 1946-47.
C. German Question

1. Only agreement in the area of post-war occupation zones and 
holding Nazi war criminals accountable.

2. Allies wanted a revived German economy while Russians 



wanted reparations.


